Microblogs have recently received widespread interest from NLP researchers. However, current tools for Japanese word segmentation and POS tagging still perform poorly on microblog texts. We developed an annotated corpus and proposed a joint model for overcoming this situation. Our annotated corpus of microblog texts enables not only training of accurate statistical models but also quantitative evaluation of their performance. Our joint model with lexical normalization handles the orthographic diversity of microblog texts. We conducted an experiment to demonstrate that the corpus and model substantially contribute to boosting accuracy.
Introduction
Microblogs, such as Twitter 1 and Weibo 2 , have recently become an important target of NLP technology. Since microblogs offer an instant way of posting textual messages, they have been given increasing attention as valuable sources for such actions as mining opinions (Jiang et al., 2011) and detecting sudden events such as earthquake (Sakaki et al., 2010) .
However, many studies have reported that current NLP tools do not perform well on microblog texts (Foster et al., 2011; Gimpel et al., 2011) . In the case of Japanese text processing, the most serious problem is poor accuracy of word segmentation and POS tagging. Since these two tasks are positioned as the fundamental step in the text processing pipeline, their accuracy is vital for all downstream applications.
Development of annotated corpus
The main obstacle that makes word segmentation and POS tagging in the microblog domain challenging is the lack of annotated corpora. Because current annotated corpora are from other domains, such as news articles, it is difficult to train models that perform well on microblog texts. Moreover, system performance cannot be evaluated quantitatively.
We remedied this situation by developing an annotated corpus of Japanese microblogs. We collected 1831 sentences from Twitter and manually annotated these sentences with word boundaries, POS tags, and normalized forms of words (c.f., Section 1.2).
We, for the first time, present a comprehensive empirical study of Japanese word segmentation and POS tagging on microblog texts by using this corpus. Specifically, we investigated how well current models trained on existing corpora perform in the microblog domain. We also explored performance gains achieved by using our corpus for training, and by jointly performing lexical normalization (c.f., Section 1.2).
Joint modeling with lexical normalization
Orthographic diversity in microblog texts causes a problem when training a statistical model for word segmentation and POS tagging. Microblog texts frequently contain informal words that are spelled in a non-standard manner, e.g., "oredi (already)", "b4 (before)", and "talkin (talking)" (Han and Baldwin, 2011) . Such words, hereafter referred to as ill-spelled words, are so productive that they considerably increase the vocabulary size. This makes training of statistical models difficult.
We address this problem by jointly conducting lexical normalization. Although a wide variety of ill-spelled words are used in microblog texts, many can be normalized into well-spelled equivalents, which conform to standard rules of spelling.
A joint model with lexical normalization is able to handle orthographic diversity by exploiting information obtainable from the well-spelled equivalents.
The proposed joint model was empirically evaluated on the microblog corpus we developed. Our experiment demonstrated that the proposed model can perform word segmentation and POS tagging substantially better than current state-of-theart models.
Summary
Contributions of this paper are the following:
• We developed a microblog corpus that enables not only training of accurate models but also quantitative evaluation for word segmentation and POS tagging in the microblog domain. 3
• We propose a joint model with lexical normalization for better handling of orthographic diversity in microblog texts. In particular, we present a new method of training the joint model using a partially annotated corpus (c.f., Section 7.4).
• We, for the first time, present a comprehensive empirical study of word segmentation and POS tagging for microblogs. The experimental results demonstrated that both the microblog corpus and joint model greatly contributes to training accurate models for word segmentation and POS tagging.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 discusses the task of lexical normalization and introduces terminology. Section 4 presents our microblog corpus and results of our corpus analysis. Section 5 presents an overview of our joint model with lexical normalization, and Sections 6 and 7 provide details of the model. Section 8 presents experimental results and discussions, and Section 9 presents concluding remarks.
Related Work
Researchers have recently developed various microblog corpora annotated with rich linguistic information. Gimpel et al. (2011) and Foster et al. (2011) annotated English microblog posts with POS tags. Han and Baldwin (2011) released a microblog corpus annotated with normalized forms of words. A Chinese microblog corpus annotated with word boundaries was developed for SIGHAN bakeoff (Duan et al., 2012) . However, there are no microblog corpora annotated with word boundaries, POS tags, and normalized sentences.
There has been a surge of interest in lexical normalization with the advent of microblogs (Han and Baldwin, 2011; Liu et al., 2012; Han et al., 2012; Wang and Ng, 2013; Zhang et al., 2013; Ling et al., 2013; Yang and Eisenstein, 2013; Wang et al., 2013) . However, these studies did not address enhancing word segmentation. Wang et al. (2013) proposed a method of joint ill-spelled word recognition and word segmentation. With their method, informal spellings are merely recognized and not normalized. Therefore, they did not investigate how to exploit the information obtainable from well-spelled equivalents to increase word segmentation accuracy.
Some studies also explored integrating the lexical normalization process into word segmentation and POS tagging (Ikeda et al., 2009; Sasano et al., 2013) . A strength of our joint model is that it uses rich character-level and word-level features used in state-of-the-art models of joint word segmentation and POS tagging (Kudo et al., 2004; Neubig et al., 2011; Kaji and Kitsuregawa, 2013) . Thanks to these features, our model performed much better than Sasano et al.'s system, which is the only publicly available system that jointly conducts lexical normalization, in the experiments (see Section 8). Another advantage is that our model can be trained on a partially annotated corpus. Furthermore, we present a comprehensive evaluation in terms of precision and recall on our microblog corpus. Such an evaluation has not been conducted in previous work due to the lack of annotated corpora. 4
Lexical Normalization Task
This section explains the task of lexical normalization addressed in this paper. Since lexical normalization is a relatively new research topic, there are no precise definitions of a lexical normalization task that are widely accepted by researchers. Therefore, it is important to clarify our task setting before discussing our joint model.
Target ill-spelled words
Many studies on lexical normalization have pointed out that phonological factors are deeply involved in the process of deriving ill-spelled words. Xia et al. (2006) investigated a Chinese chat corpus and reported that 99.2% of the ill-spelled words were derived by phonetic mapping from well-spelled equivalents. Wang and Ng (2013) analyzed 200 Chinese messages from Weibo and 200 English SMS messages from the NUS SMS corpus (How and Kan, 2005) . Their analysis revealed that most ill-spelled words were derived from well-spelled equivalents based on pronunciation similarity. On top of these investigations, we focused on ill-spelled words that are derived by phonological mapping from well-spelled words by assuming that such ill-spelled words are dominant in Japanese microblogs as well. We also assume that these ill-spelled words can be normalized into well-spelled equivalents on a word-to-word basis, as assumed in a previous study (Han and Baldwin, 2011) . The validity of these two assumptions is empirically assessed in Section 4. Table 1 lists examples of our target ill-spelled words, their well-spelled equivalents, and their phonemes. The ill-spelled word in the first row is formed by changing the continuous two vowels from /oi/ to /ee/. This type of change in pronunciation is often observed in Japanese spoken language. The second row presents contractions. The last vowel character " " /u/ of the well-spelled word is dropped. The third row illustrates word lengthening. The ill-spelled word is derived by repeating the vowel character " " /i/.
Terminology
We now introduce the terminology that will be used throughout the remainder of this paper. The term word surface form (or surface form for short) is used to refer to the word form observed in an actual text, while word normal form (or normal form) refers to the normalized word form. Note that surface forms of well-spelled words are always identical to their normal forms.
It is possible that the word surface form and normal form have distinct POS tags, although they are identical in most cases. Take the ill-spelled word " " /modoro/ as an example (the second row of Table 1 ). According to the JUMAN POS tag set, 5 POS of its surface form is CONTRACTED VERB, while that of its normal form is VERB. 6 To handle such a case, we strictly distinguish between these two POS tags by referring to them as surface POS tags and normal POS tags, respectively.
Given these terms, the tasks addressed in this paper can be stated as follows. Word segmentation is a task of segmenting a sentence into a sequence of word surface forms, and POS tagging is a task of providing surface POS tags. The task of joint lexical normalization, word segmentation, and POS tagging is to map a sentence into a sequence of quadruplets: word surface form, surface POS tag, normal form, and normal POS tag.
Microblog Corpus
This section introduces our microblog corpus. We first explain the process of developing the corpus then present the results of our agreement study and corpus analysis.
Data collection and annotation
The corpus was developed by manually annotating text messages posted to Twitter.
The posts to be annotated were collected as follows. 171,386 Japanese posts were collected using the Twitter API 7 on December 6, 2013. Among these, 1000 posts were randomly selected then manually split into sentences. As a result, we obtained 1831 sentences as a source of the corpus.
Two human participants annotated the 1831 sentences with surface forms and surface POS tags. Since much effort has already been done to annotate corpora with this information, the annotation process here follows the guidelines used to develop such corpora in previous studies (Kurohashi and Nagao, 1998; Hashimoto et al., 2011) .
The two participants also annotated ill-spelled words with their normal forms and normal POS tags. Although this paper targets only informal phonological variations (c.f., Section 3), other types of ill-spelled words were also annotated to investigate their frequency distribution in microblog texts. Specifically, besides informal phonological variations, spelling errors and Twitter-specific abbreviations were annotated. As a result, 833 ill-spelled words were identified (Table 2). They were all annotated with normal forms and normal POS tags.
Agreement study
We investigated the inter-annotator agreement to check the reliability of the annotation. During the annotation process, the two participants collaboratively annotated around 90% of the sentences (specifically, 1647 sentences) with normal forms and normal POS tags, and elaborated an annotation guideline through discussion. They then independently annotated the remaining 184 sentences (1431 words), which were used for the agreement study. Our annotation guideline is shown in the supplementary material.
We first explored the extent to which the two participants agreed in distinguishing between well-spelled words and ill-spelled words. For this task, we observed Cohen's kappa of 0.96 (almost perfect agreement). This results show that it is easy for humans to distinguish between these two types of words.
Next, we investigated whether the two participants could give ill-spelled words with the same normal forms and normal POS tags. For this purpose, we regarded the normal forms and normal POS tags annotated by one participant as goldstandards and calculated precision and recall achieved by the other participant. We observed moderate agreement between the two participants: 70% (56/80) precision and 73% (56/76) recall. We manually analyzed the conflicted examples and found that there were more than one acceptable normal form in many of these cases. Therefore, we would like to note that the precision and recall reported above are rather pessimistic estimations.
Analysis
We conducted corpus analysis to confirm the feasibility of our approach. Table 2 illustrates that phonological variations constitute a vast majority of ill-spelled words in Japanese microblog texts. In addition, analysis of the 804 phonological variations showed that 793 of them can be normalized into single words. These represent the validity of the two assumptions we made in Section 3.1.
We then investigated whether lexical normalization can decrease the number of out-of-vocabulary words. For the 793 ill-spelled words, we counted how many of their surface forms and normal forms were not registered in the JUMAN dictionary. 8 The result suggests that 411 (51.8%) and 74 (9.3%) are not registered in the dictionary. This indicates the effectiveness of lexical normalization for decreasing out-of-vocabulary words.
Overview of Joint Model
This section gives an overview of our joint model with lexical normalization for accurate word segmentation and POS tagging.
Lattice-based approach
A lattice-based approach has been commonly adopted to perform joint word segmentation and POS tagging (Jiang et al., 2008; Kudo et al., 2004; Kaji and Kitsuregawa, 2013) . In this approach, an input sentence is transformed into a word lattice in which the edges are labeled with surface POS tags (Figure 1 ). Given such a lattice, word segmentation and POS tagging can be performed at the same time by traversing the lattice. A discriminative model is typically used for the traversal.
An advantage of this approach is that, while the lattice can represent an exponentially large number of candidate analyses, it can be quickly traversed using dynamic programming (Kudo et al., 2004; Kaji and Kitsuregawa, 2013) or beam search (Jiang et al., 2008) . In addition, a discriminative model allows the use of rich word-level features to find the correct analysis. We propose extending the lattice-based approach to jointly perform lexical normalization, word segmentation, and POS tagging. We transform an input sentence into a word lattice in which the edges are labeled with not only surface POS tags but normal forms and normal POS tags (Figure 2) . By traversing such a lattice, the three tasks can be performed at the same time. This approach can not only exploit rich information obtainable from word normal forms, but also achieve efficiency similar to the original lattice-based approach.
Issues
Issues on how to develop this lattice-based approach is detailed in Sections 6 and 7.
Section 6 describes how to generate a word lattice from an input sentence. This is done using a hybrid approach that combines a statistical model and normalization dictionary. The normalization dictionary is specifically a list of quadru- (Table 3) . Section 7 describes a discriminative model for the lattice traversal. Our feature design as well as two training methods are presented.
Word Lattice Generation
In this section, we first describe a method of constructing a normalization dictionary then present a method of generating a word lattice from an input sentence.
Construction of normalization dictionary
Although large-scale normalization dictionaries are difficult to obtain, tag dictionaries, which list pairs of word surface forms and their surface POS tags (Table 4) , are widely available in many languages including Japanese. Therefore, we use an existing tag dictionary to construct the normalization dictionary.
Due to space limitations, we give only a brief overview of our construction method, omitting its details. We note that our method uses hand-crafted rules similar to those used in (Sasano et al., 2013) ; hence, the proposal of this method is not an important contribution. To make our experimental results reproducible, our normalization dictionary, as well as a tool for constructing it, is released as supplementary material.
Our method of constructing the normalization dictionary takes three steps. The following explains each step using Tables 3 and 4 as running examples.
Step 1 A tag dictionary generally contains a small number of ill-spelled words, although wellspelled words constitute a vast majority. We identify such ill-spelled words by using a manuallytailored list of surface POS tags indicative of informal spelling (e.g., CONTRACTED VERB). For example, entry (c) in Table 4 is identified as an ill-spelled word in this step.
Step 2 The tag dictionary is augmented with normal forms and normal POS tags to construct a small normalization dictionary. For ill-spelled words identified in step 1, the normal forms and normal POS tags are determined by hand-crafted rules. For example, the normal form is derived by appending the vowel character " " /u/ to the surface form, if the surface POS tag is CONTRACTED VERB. This rule derives entry (D) in Table 3 from entry (c) in Table 4 . For well-spelled words, on the other hand, the normal forms and normal POS tags are simply set the same as the surface forms and surface POS tags. For example, entries (A), (C), and (E) in Table 3 are generated from entries (a), (b), and (d) in Table 4 , respectively.
Step 3 Because the normalization dictionary constructed in step 2 contains only a few illspelled words, it is expanded in this step. For this purpose, we use hand-crafted rules to derive illspelled words from the entries already registered in the normalization dictionary. Some rules are taken from (Sasano et al., 2013) , while the others are newly tailored. In Table 3 , for example, entry (B) is derived from entry (A) by applying the rule that substitutes " " /goi/ with " " /gee/. A small problem that arises in step 3 is how to handle lengthened words, such as entry (F) in Table 3. While lengthened words can be easily derived using simple rules (Brody and Diakopoulos, 2011; Sasano et al., 2013) , such rules infinitely increase the number of entries because an unlimited number of lengthened words can be derived by repeating characters. To address this problem, no lengthened words are added to the normalization dictionary in step 3. We instead use rules to skip repetitive characters in an input sentence when performing dictionary match.
A hybrid approach
A word lattice is generated using both a statistical method (Kaji and Kitsuregawa, 2013) and the normalization dictionary.
We begin by generating a word lattice which encodes only word surface forms and surface POS tags (c.f., Figure 1 ) using the statistical method proposed by Kaji and Kitsuregawa (2013) . Interested readers may refer to their paper for details.
Each edge in the lattice is then labeled with normal forms and normal POS tags. Note that a single edge can have more than one candidate normal form and normal POS tag. In such a case, new edges are accordingly added to the lattice.
The edges are labeled with normal forms and normal POS tags in the following manner. First, every edge is labeled with a normal form and normal POS tag that are identical with the surface form and surface POS tag. This is based on our observation that most words are well-spelled ones. The edge is not provided with further normal forms and normal POS tags, if the normalization dictionary contains a well-spelled word that has the same surface form as the edge. Otherwise, we allow the edge to have all pairs of normal forms and normal POS tags that are obtained by using the normalization dictionary.
Discriminative Lattice Traversal
This section explains a discriminative model for traversing the word lattice. The lattice traversal with a discriminative model can formally be written as (w, t, v, s) = arg max (w,t,v,s)∈L(x) f (x, w, t, v, s) · θ.
Here, x denotes an input sentence, w, t, v, and s denote a sequence of word surface forms, surface POS tags, normal forms, and normal POS tags, respectively, L(x) represents a set of candidate analyses represented by the word lattice, and f (·) and θ are feature and weight vectors.
We now describe features, a decoding method, and two training methods.
Features
We use character-level and word-level features used for word segmentation and POS tagging in (Kaji and Kitsuregawa, 2013) . To take advantage of joint model with lexical normalization, the word-level features are extracted from not only surface forms but also normal forms. See (Kaji and Kitsuregawa, 2013) for the original features.
In addition, several new features are introduced in this paper. We use the quadruplets (w i , t i , v i , s i ) and pairs of surface and normal POS tags (t i , s i ) as binary features to capture probable mappings between ill-spelled words and their well-spelled equivalents. We use another binary feature indicating whether a quadruplet (w i , t i , v i , s i ) is registered in the normalization dictionary. Also, we use a bigram language model feature, which prevents sentences from being normalized into ungrammatical and/or incomprehensible ones. The language model features are associated with normalized bigrams, (v i−1 , s i−1 , v i , s i ), and take as the values the logarithmic frequency log 10 (f + 1), where f represents the bigram frequency (Kaji and Kitsuregawa, 2011) . Since it is difficult to obtain a precise value of f , it is approximated by the frequency of the surface bigram, (w i−1 , t i−1 , w i , t i ), calculated from a large raw corpus automatically analyzed using a system of joint word segmentation and POS tagging. See Section 8.1 for the raw corpus and system used in the experiments.
Decoding
It is easy to find the best analysis (w, t, v, s) among the candidates represented by the word lattice. Although we use several new features, we can still locate the best analysis by using the same dynamic programming algorithm as in previous studies (Kudo et al., 2004; Kaji and Kitsuregawa, 2013) .
Training on a fully annotated corpus
It is straightforward to train the joint model provided with a fully annotated corpus, which is labeled with word surface forms, surface POS tags, normal forms, and normal POS tags.
We use structured perceptron (Collins, 2002) for the training (Algorithm 1). The training begins by initializing θ as a zero vector (line 1). It then reads the annotated corpus C (line 2-9). Given a training example, (x, w, t, v, s) ∈ C, the algorithm locates the best analysis, (ŵ,t,v,ŝ), based on the current weight vector (line 4). If the best analysis differs from the oracle analysis, (w, t, v, s), the weight vector is updated (line 5-7). After going through the annotated corpus m times (m=10 in our experiment), the averaged weight vector is returned (line 10).
Training on a partially annotated corpus
Although the training with the perceptron algorithm requires a fully annotated corpus, it is laborintensive to fully annotate sentences. This considAlgorithm 1 Perceptron training 1: θ ← 0 2: for i = 1 . . . m do 3:
for (x, w, t, v, s) ∈ C do 4:
end if 8: end for 9: end for 10: return AVERAGE(θ) Algorithm 2 Latent perceptron training
if w =ŵ or t =t then 7:
end for 10: end for 11: return AVERAGE(θ) eration motivates us to explore training our model with less supervision. We specifically explore using a corpus annotated with only word boundaries and POS tags.
We use the latent perceptron algorithm (Sun et al., 2013) to train the joint model from such a partially annotated corpus (Algorithm 2). In this scenario, a training example is a sentence x paired with a sequence of word surface forms w and surface POS tags t (c.f., line 3). Similarly to the perceptron algorithm, we locate the best analysis (ŵ,t,v,ŝ) for a given training example, (line 4). We also locate the best analysis, (w, t,v,s), among those having the same surface forms w and surface POS tags t as the training example (line 5). If the surface forms and surface POS tags of the former analysis differ from the annotations of the training example, parameter is updated by regarding the latter analysis as an oracle (line 6-8).
Experiments
We conducted experiments to investigate how the microblog corpus and joint model contribute to improving accuracy of word segmentation and POS tagging in the microblog domain.
Setting
We constructed the normalization dictionary from the JUMAN dictionary 7.0. 9 While JUMAN dic-tionary contains 750,156 entries, the normalization dictionary contains 112,458,326 entries.
Some features taken from the previous study (Kaji and Kitsuregawa, 2013) are induced using a tag dictionary. For this we used two tag dictionaries. One is JUMAN dictionary 7.0 and the other is a tag dictionary constructed by listing surface forms and surface POS tags in the normalization dictionary.
To compute the language model features, one billion sentences from Twitter posts were analyzed using MeCab 0.996. 10 We used all bigrams appearing at least 10 times in the auto-analyzed sentences.
Results of word segmentation and POS tagging
We first investigated the performance of models trained on an existing annotated corpus form news texts. For this experiment, our joint model as well as three state-of-the-art models (Kudo et al., 2004) 11 (Neubig et al., 2011) 12 (Kaji and Kitsuregawa, 2013) were trained on Kyoto University Text corpus 4.0 (Kurohashi and Nagao, 1998) . Since this training corpus is not annotated with normal forms and normal POS tags, our model was trained using the latent perceptron. Table  5 summarizes the word-level F 1 -scores (Kudo et al., 2004) on our microblog corpus. The two columns represent the results for word segmentation (Seg) and joint word segmentation and POS tagging (Seg+Tag), respectively. We also conducted 5-fold crossvalidation on our microblog corpus to evaluate performance improvement when these models are trained on microblog texts (Table 6 ). In addition to the models in Table 5 , results of a rule-based system (Sasano et al., 2013) 13 and our joint model trained using the perceptron algorithm are also presented. Notice that Proposed and Proposed (latent) represent our model trained using perceptron and latent perceptron, respectively.
From Tables 5 and 6 , as expected, we see that the models trained on news texts performed poorly on microblog texts, while their performance significantly boosted when trained on the microblog texts. This demonstrates the importance of corpus annotation. An exception was Kudo04. Its perfor- mance improved only slightly, even when it was trained on the microblog texts. We believe this is because their model uses dictionary-based rules to prune candidate analyses; thus, it could not perform well in the microblog domain, where out-ofvocabulary words are abundant. Table 6 also illustrates that our joint models achieved F 1 -score better than the state-of-the-art models trained on the microblog texts. This shows that modeling the derivation process of illspelled words makes training easier. We conducted bootstrap resampling (with 1000 samples) to investigate the significance of the improvements achieved with our joint model. The results showed that all improvements over the baselines were statistically significant (p < 0.01). The difference between Proposed and Proposed (latent) were also statistically significant (p < 0.01).
The results of Proposed (latent) are interesting. Table 5 illustrates that our joint model performs well even when it is trained on a news corpus that rarely contains ill-spelled words and is not at all annotated with normal forms and normal POS tags. This indicates the robustness of our training method and the importance of modeling word derivation process in the microblog domain. In Table 6 , we observed that Proposed (latent), which uses less supervision, performed better than Proposed. The reason for this will be examined later.
In summary, we can conclude that both the microblog corpus and joint model significantly contribute to training accurate models for word segmentation and POS tagging in the microblog domain.
Results of lexical normalization
While the main goal with this study was to enhance word segmentation and POS tagging in the microblog domain, it is interesting to explore how well our joint model can normalize ill-spelled words. Table 7 illustrates precision, recall, and F 1 -score for the lexical normalization task. To put the results into context, we report on the baseline results of a tagging model proposed by Neubig et al. (2011) . This baseline conducts lexical normalization by regarding it as two independent tagging tasks (i.e., tasks of tagging normal forms and normal POS tags). The result of the baseline model is also obtained using 5-fold crossvalidation. Table 7 illustrates that Proposed performed significantly better than the simple tagging model, Neubig11. This suggests the effectiveness of our joint model. On the other hand, Proposed (latent) performed poorly in this task. From this result, we can argue that Proposed (latent) can achieve superior performance in word segmentation and POS tagging (Table 6 ) because it gave up correctly normalizing ill-spelled words, focusing on word segmentation and POS tagging.
The experimental results so far suggest the following strategy for training our joint model. If accuracy of word segmentation and POS tagging is the main concern, we can use the latent perceptron. This approach has the advantage of being able to use a partially annotated corpus. On the other hand, if performance of lexical normalization is crucial, we have to use the standard perceptron algorithm.
Error analysis
We manually analyzed erroneous outputs and observed several tendencies.
We found that a word lattice sometimes missed the correct output. Such an error was, for example, observed in a sentence including many ill-spelled words, e.g., ' (be nervous about what other people think!)', where the part ' ' is in ill-spelled words. Improving the lattice generation algorithm is considered necessary to achieve further performance gain.
Even if the correct analysis appears in the word lattice, our model sometimes failed to handle ill-spelled words, incorrectly analyzing them as out-of-vocabulary words. For example, the proposed method treated the phrase ' (snack time)' as a single out-of-vocabulary word, even though the correct analysis was found in the word lattice. More sophisticated features would be required to accurately distinguish between illspelled and out-of-vocabulary words.
Conclusion and Future Work
We presented our attempts towards developing an accurate model for word segmentation and POS tagging in the microblog domain. To this end, we, for the first time, developed an annotated corpus of microblogs. We also proposed a joint model with lexical normalization to handle orthographic diversity in the microblog text. Intensive experiments demonstrated that we could successfully improve the performance of word segmentation and POS tagging on microblog texts. We believe this study will have a large practical impact on a various research areas that target microblogs.
One limitation of our approach is that it cannot handle certain types of ill-spelled words. For example, the current model cannot handle the cases in which there are no one-to-one-mappings between well-spelled and ill-spelled words. Also, our model cannot handle spelling errors, which are considered relatively frequent in the microblog than news domains. The treatment of these problems would require further research.
Another future research is to speed-up our model. Since the joint model with lexical normalization significantly increases the search space, it is much slower than the original lattice-based model for word segmentation and POS tagging.
